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This essay should be a socially-observant and musically-analytical think-piece. In it, you should 

identify a trend or feature that defines (an aspect of) life in 2016 and show how music 

participates in, influences, or is influenced by that trend. Use the ten (10) think-piece essays 

assigned as reading in class as models or guides. 

 

The specific format of this essay will be dictated by the topic you choose, your interests and 

range of knowledge, and the argument your essay makes, but there are general traits of good 

writing that your essay should exhibit: 

 

 Prose that is easy to follow, precise, and clear. Appropriate and effective word choice and 

style that befits the topic at hand. 

 Organization: avoidance of redundancy or meandering and paragraphs that flow logically 

from one to the next 

 Illustrative examples that are interesting, relevant, specific, sufficient, and directly 

connected to the main idea  

 Critical thinking that is insightful rather than vague or superficial. This can take the form 

of comparison, contrast, and/or synthesis, but the result is an essay that addresses the 

implication of the ideas under consideration (i.e., answering any implicit “so what” 

questions that arise). 

 Your essay should make a point; it should stake a claim that is not cliché, obvious, or 

universally-believed and support it. This generally comes in the form of a thesis 

(appearing either in the introduction or conclusion). 

 

Supporting your idea. As with all the essays we’ve read in class this term, there are many kinds 

of support that your essay can offer to bolster and illustrate your idea, but you can refer to the 

outline of this course for a general sense of the breadth your essay can encompass: art, 

philosophy, politics, economics. Examples of sources your essay might draw upon: 

 

 Newspaper or magazine articles 

 Books 

 Blogs 

 Social media 

 Music videos 

 

Musical analysis. As this is a music course, one of the pieces of support your essay provides 

must be musical. Your essay must analyze (describe the musical sounds and significance thereof) 

a piece of music to support your overall idea. 
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 Three specific musical features (e.g., text, melody, and rhythm) – this means that you 

may not select three text excerpts to support your main idea; this would only count as one 

musical feature. 

 Analysis consists of both description and “so what,” or showing why the musical detail 

you’ve chosen is significant and relevant. Descriptions should be accurate, specific, and 

relevant, making use of textbook vocabulary. 

 

Citations. The specific citation style that you use does not matter (Chicago, APA, MLA), but 

you should be consistent and make it a point wherever possible to clarify where your ideas come 

from or what you are referencing – whose idea is it, in what context did it arise, when was it 

stated (author/speaker, book/magazine/venue, date, and other publication information). All web 

citations need a working URL. Not only exact quotations but also summaries and allusions 

should have a citation. When in doubt, err on the side of more citations rather than fewer—this 

allows others to verify your claims and learn from the sources you are familiar with. 

 

Formatting. 

 

 12-point font 

 1-inch margins 

 Double-spaced 

 Indent first lines of paragraphs; no blank lines between paragraphs 

 3-4 pages (no fewer than 3, no more than 4) 

 Do not include a heading 

 


